The Wooly Enquirer

11 December 2008
Thus it is on this day that the flood waters of the Hainen Memorial Bathing Center were parted. Through the guidance of Darol’s arms, the magical mop cleared away the mess of the past and brought forth new life in 4th Doug. Hurrah for the Union!

In Brief:
❖ The Paulus One abandoned his ways of WoW
❖ Larson Squad Alpha has slowly taken over StarCraft
❖ We think the FBI may have found Nikhil…
❖ Scarlet Takes a Tumble…. Gospel Remix!!!!!
❖ Biologists have reclassified Dyle’s roommate as a Christosauradon Sophomorphicus
❖ The Angel of Death (Known in some migrant circles as the Felipe) has passed over.
❖ Watch out for the Michigan Ghost (scary). It may interrupt your epic studying battles.

Wild Gromer on the Loose
Be on the lookout! A wild Gromer has been spotted on campus grounds. All students are encouraged to carry Pokeballs at all times. The Gromer has been known to attack short Dialenese people without notice. Such attacks range from the gentle “n00b pwnage” to the all-out “le Dialinator”. Beware, this Gromer is known to “Do Work Son.”

What should you do? Experts recommend the capture of a “Poke-Brett.” His attacks are super-effective against Gromers.

Wood Chuck Watch
Logged, 12.11.08 19:08 ET.
Location: The Den
Weather: Clear and Comfortable at 28 degrees.
Status: All Quiet, No signs of movement, Acorn Test was negative
Ultrasensor Array indicates a wooly creature of medium build to be present in the hole.

Donkeys in the Hall?
In other news, I am proud to introduce the fastest growing student organization in the U of M: Students for a Burlodge Petting Zoo (SBPZ). The SBPZ has a simple motto: “PETTING ZOO!!!” With the food quality steadily diving to crush depth, the SBPZ has found the ultimate woodchuck for the problem: A petting zoo in the dining hall! Who wouldn’t want to dine with a donkey? By now it should be obvious. Petting Zoo = win.
In the words of Andrew Hainen: “BEEEEAWWWWW”

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.